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Abstract

THE CERTAINTY OF UNCERTAINTY
By Julie Ann Nagle, MFA
A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Fine Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2009
Major Director: Mary Eisendrath
Associate Professor, Department of Sculpture and Extended Media

In this paper I investigate the limitations of memory, physical and psychological
effects on individuals’ perception that effect memory, and the impact of those limitations
on our ability to recall objective truth. The paper is introduced with an explanation of my
interest in the subjective narrative voice in historical accounts and questions the possibility
of a completely objective voice. In the first chapter, a fantastical biographical story of the
life of Tycho Brahe is used as an example of the difficulty in parsing truth from legend.
Descriptions of changes in scientific methods exemplify the uncertainty of scientific fact. I
propose that Brahe sought empirical data to replace the unfiltered memory perception an
anosmic lacks. Additionally, if Brahe had a sense of smell his murder may have been
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unsuccessful. In the second chapter I describe anosmia, then explain the dominant theories
of how olfaction takes place, and memory storage through smell. Memory recall through
associated odors is unfiltered by the intellect, and unalterable, while other forms of
memory are subject to change as our psyche continually reforms the experience. An
objective account of events is impossible. I search instead for histories where myth,
legend, truth, and imagination converge.
This document was created in Microsoft Word 2004.
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Introduction
If our facts are bound to be distorted, if the memory of our existence lost, and the
history of our time re-written, we have the freedom of inaccuracy and imagination. We are
capable of such incredible acts, that at times truth teeters on the edge of unbelievably. It is
difficult to distinguish reality from legend. These are the details I seek to recover in my
research- the omitted portions of the story that include the personal relationships between
characters, their personal lives, and their inventions. Although I research historical
accounts, I am not in search of purely factual narratives. My engagement with these
mythologies articulates my own revision of the world. If no such singular iteration of
history is all encompassing, I should then create as valid a history as my predecessors.
History, for me, is not a search for the most objective truth, but rather a fantastical story.
Explaining social interactions of historical figures can sound just as gossipy as a
soap opera. The rambling narratives of gossip, novella, Wikipedia, and the archive all
begin with an introduction to the characters at play. A friend catches you up on what’s
going on, and from there the story sprawls. A story with legs, a historical account, changes
as it changes hands, and changes according to reformation of individuals’ memories.
Inhibitors to concrete memory, like anosmia, cause an incomplete perception. Smell is the
key to unfiltered and complete memory of experience, and is the only way to access
memory without the filter of our intellect.
Amongst the established narratives of great thinkers I search for humanity, their
love affairs and escapades, eccentricities and scandals. Even in our most utopian eras, the
Enlightenment and Scientific Revolution, the promise of technology and progress could
not be kept. They were essential to keep the population forward thinking. The history of
specialized scientific fields reveals that even in our most reasonable and logical pursuits,
corruption in the form of fraud, greed, ideology, and politics, get in the way of progress.
7

Our pursuit of knowledge is not entirely romantic. Discoveries and advances are made
slowly. This fascinating, limiting, and utterly human phenomenon inspires my approach,
in which my role as alchemist, romantic, and pioneer, mirrors the paths of those obscure,
often forgotten innovators. My work is entirely subjective, but correlates to science
through a love of process. Learning and making are a part of my research and have as
much to do with discovery as the characters I inhabit. My approach requires that I adopt
and reappropriate techniques, visual vocabulary, and conceptual paradigms from the nooks
and crannies of Western tradition. Rich material metaphor arises from the use of a variety
of materials, which are transformed through multiple complicated techniques specific to
the era or narrative being researched. Each component is fabricated by hand as I test and
learn new processes. Their relationships imply a narrative—a cacophonous mix of
information and materials in which details are compounded until the original story is
rendered ridiculous.
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Pre-telescopic Charting of Orbital Flow in Fluid Heavens
“Neither high office nor wealth, only the power of art lasts.”- Tycho Brahe

o his own chagrin, Tycho Brahe could not
smell a rat. No, it was not necessarily naiveté,
intense optimism or belief in human kind. This was
the result of a head injury received during a
gentlemanly pursuit- a bar room sword fight one
Christmas Eve. At the time it was custom for
Danish noblemen to engage in duels to settle their
differences. The heated argument with his cousin,
Mandrep Parsburg, escalated to a clashing of the
broadswords, ending with a wound centimeters from
fatal! One swipe of the sword slashed into Brahe’s
forehead and grazed his nose, severing the bridge
from the septum. The wound awarded him a
strange affectation. For the rest of his life he wore
an array of handcrafted prosthetics. Brahe’s
resplendent models mimicked flesh tones with

Engraving of Tycho Brahe, Courtesy of the Museum of Science, Oxford

warm blends of silver and gold. Perhaps Tycho
made them for himself. Although he was primarily an astronomer, like many scientists of
his time Brahe had an affair with alchemy and metallurgy. He considered his alchemical
investigations “terrestrial astronomy,” an interconnected branch of understanding God’s
universe. But without the technology necessary to achieve expected results, he preferred
the far more practical pursuit of mapping the heavens. The most important quandary to
ponder in all of this intrigue is the impact Brahe’s injury had on his sense of smell. Brahe
collected other forms of data to replace this primal link to sensory memory information.
9

Despite his noble birth Brahe chose a profession below his class and a commoner
for his bride. Although it was incredibly controversial to turn one’s back on fortune, the
two chose to follow the dictates of the heart. Together they lived on the island Hven in a
castle, built near Uraniburg, the research institute of Brahe’s design. In 1557 Rudolf II,
King of Prague, persuaded Brahe to become his imperial astronomer. Brahe built a new
observatory at Benatky nad Jizerou, where his family lived until his death in 1601.
Brahe’s greatest contribution to science was mostly organizational. He was
frustrated with the intolerable inaccuracy of astronomical data collected by different people
from a spattering of observation sites. Miscalculations had been built on faulty data from
theorists who collected information casually in support of philosophical theories. The
accumulated deviance of the compound effect was exponentially derived from years of
error. Astronomical almanacs rife with errors were useless to sailors and farmers, who
relied on them for tools for their livelihood and survival. The available tables, The
Alfonsine Tables compiled by Claudius Ptolemy, were inaccurate
and unpredictive. The Copernican Prutenic Tables relied on
Ptolemy’s ancient observations, and were therefore just as crude!
Not content with speculation, Brahe set out to gather empirical data
through precise observation. He built gargantuan tools (the bigger
the better) out of solid oak timbers that required the strength of 40
men to maneuver. Brahe’s systematic and empirical thinking led
him to found the modern scientific method, which marked the
transition from medieval to modern science, and aided advancement
Armillary Sphere from
Tycho Brahe’s Mechanica.

toward the scientific revolution.

His data was so incredibly precise

that it was not surpassed in accuracy until the invention of the

telescope improved 100 years later. Brahe disproved the theories that aether or solid
crystaline spheres held the heavens in a permanent, unchanging state. He had witnessed a
supernova, and a new star was evidence that the heavens altered. Although, his
10

instruments were not accurate enough to see the slight stellar parallax that would reveal a
change in earth’s position in relation to stars, which would prove the earth was in motion.
A telescope was required to perceive movement so slight. He combined existing models of
the universe to create his own Tychonic system, where the sun and moon revolve around
the earth and the other planets revolve around the sun. Brahe discarded the dogma of the
established procedure of the time of giving intuition prominence over fact. His equal
pairing of theory and intuition with empirical observation moved beyond applied science
toward making technology the tool of discovery. Technology was henceforth freed from
its purpose in subservient constraint to weaponry and practical applications. For the first
time, at the service of science the two progressed in tandem. Brahe’s curiosity fueled both
his theoretical creativity and his technological design and making to serve the purpose of
discovery.
Amongst the multitude of assistants Brahe employed at Uraniburg was none other
than the very disagreeable- dare I say despicable- Johannes Kepler. Amongst other crimes,
Kepler married a rich bride for her money. Kepler’s rage, fear and jealousy led to
squabbles with colleagues, causing dismissal from several jobs. Unlike the prestigious
oligarchy Brahe was born into to, Kepler’s family was abusive and violent. His Aunt was
burned for witchery and his mother barely escaped the same fate. Kepler’s manic
dementia paired with Brahe’s fiery temper made for an emotional and contentious
collaboration. It was unfortunate for Kepler, and Tycho for that matter, that he could see
no evil. The smallpox that wracked his body as a youth had made its way into his eyes,
causing nearsightedness and double vision. His eyesight was too poor to collect
observational data for himself, and Brahe refused to share his own research with Kepler.
Brahe had learned to be protective of his work after an incident in which his Tychtonic
System of Planets had been plagiarized by an imposter named Ursus (who additionally
published slanderous remarks against him). From the very start, Kepler was desperate to
get his hands on Brahe’s data. Kepler made unfair demands, and then flew into fiery rage
throwing insults verging on slander at Brahe. Then later, remembering the importance of
11

attaining access to the data, Kepler apologized profusely for re-acceptance as Brahe’s
assistant. Brahe’s temper was paired with a great capacity for forgiveness and leniency,
and the battle ensued for many rounds. It is astonishing that Brahe could forget, or put out
of his mind, the cruelty and malice of slander and threat issued from Kepler during his
bouts of raging lunacy.
On October 13, 1601 Brahe attended a lavish banquet at the mansion of Peter Vok
Ursinus Rzmberk. Over the course of the evening, he became increasing ill. Despite
consulting the fortunes expelled from the clairvoyant dwarf, Jeppe, who sat at Brahe’s feet
under the dinner table, the evening had an unpredictably tragic end. Rather than rudely
leave the banquet to relieve himself, he remained seated and dined until he severely
stretched his bladder, resulting in lethal infection. Brahe writhed in pain and collapsed in
his bed that night he writhed in pain. The fever and excruciating agony raged for a week.
When at last it began to subside to bouts of delirium, his condition seemed to improve.
But by the morning of October 24th, he was found dead. The doctor’s conclusion that he
had stretched his bladder adhered to the medical knowledge of the time. Kepler supported
the diagnosis, attesting that Brahe had refused to leave the dinner table, and it was assumed
to be a fair diagnosis. As medicine advanced over the next 400 years, different theories
were posited. It was thought his bladder burst. Perhaps he suffered from uremia and his
kidneys were unable to filter toxins from the blood. But later forensic analysis showed
massive amounts of mercury in Brahe’s hair and exhumed body. Uremia is a side effect of
mercury poisoning. In 1991, the director of the Department of Forensic Chemistry at the
Institute of forensic medicine at the University of Copenhagen tested Brahe’s beard with
an atomic absorption spectrometer and identified over 100 times the normal level of
mercury present. A report to the International Association of Forensic Toxicologists
declared the relation of Brahe’s mercury poisoning to uremia. A second test in 1996
showed a 5-minute spike in mercury levels in his blood stream, and proved that he ingested
a lethal dose of mercury at 9:00 p.m. on October 23rd, exactly 13 hours prior to his death.
This final evidence supports suspicions that the greedy Kepler had been poisoning Brahe
12

gradually for years. If Brahe wouldn’t share his documents willingly, Kepler would have
to rob his grave. He needed the most accurate observations available at his time to create
the laws of planetary motion.
Brahe’s injury proved eventually to be fatal after all. If only Brahe could have
perceived the faint scent of mercury in his cuisine! What discoveries lay ahead in his
uncompleted works? One cannot be senseless- it is imperative for one to have their wits
about them when charting the flow of heavenly bodies. Without the prompt of smell to
inspire memory, what details were lost in his accounts?
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Olfaction ad Infinitum
“Memory can restore to life everything except smells, although nothing revives the
past so completely as a smell that was once associated with it.” -Nabakov, 1970

n a misty day the dewy cool on my
skin allows me for once to feel a sense of place
and connectedness, a part of the atmosphere in
which I exist. The closest equation I have for
understanding a lingering bad smell is having a
bad taste in my mouth. As an anosmic,
understanding the concept that there is an
ephemeral quality to the air I breathe, that I
cannot see or touch, like the forces of gravity
and magnetism, is easy, but also easy to forget.
And worse than feeling unaware of my
environment, at times even putting myself in
danger, is knowing that 85% of memory is induced by smell. I depend on understanding
associative memory prompted through smell socially. When others reflect on the
memories induced by cut grass or gym equipment, I vicariously follow their train of
thought. What could I have lost without this triggering mechanism to stimulate retrieval?
When people have colds and mucus is unbalanced, they claim to feel ‘out of it.’ It
could in part be that the mucus lining the nasal cavity is blocking recepting molecules that
keep them attuned to the atmosphere around them. One anosmic claims that she feels
“like I go through the day in a sealed bubble,” detached and cut off. This can be a
depressing experience for recent anomic, who suddenly feel as though they “lack cues
about how and where they fit in the world. (Glaser, 136).” Losing the scent of their loved
14

one’s cologne, their children, the smell and flavor of their favorite meals, and, most
importantly, the unexpected loss of the strongest conduit to memory (with strong nostalgic
or emotional associations) leaves them feeling incomplete and isolated. Congenital
anosmics control their social paranoia about stinking with extra mints, deodorants,
showers, and laundering to ease self doubt and ensure they are not accidentally offensive to
others.
If you can smell something, particles of the odorant are up your nose. Odor
molecules bind to receptors in the nose, which ferry
impulses to the olfactory lobe that are sent to both the
hippocampus and limbic system. The hippocampus
center of the brain is responsible for learning and
storing memory. The limbic system is the emotional
center of the brain. Shape theory posits that this
works in a key-lock system. The nerve cell responds
to a particular airborne chemical molecule. Odotope
theory suggests that multiple small pieces of
molecules detected by receptors combine to produce
an olfactory perception of scent. According to
vibration theory, odor molecule vibrations are
detected by receptors in the infrared range by electron

Graphic courtesy Lake Michigan College

tunneling.
Understanding smell memory has eluded scientists for many years. While
olfactory neurons are being constantly replaced, and the new neurons are forming new
synapses, smell memories are permanent and the associations we have with them adhere to
the first interaction we have with the odor. This is a survival mechanism that allows our
body to react to an odor without the delay of thought or reasoning. Odor memories
originate with a novel experience, and the memories stand out because of “the timeless and
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vivid way in which they bring back the totality of an experience (Engen, 77).” The
memory of a smell cannot be intentionally conjured like other types of memory; the odor
must be physically present to activate this memory system. “It is actually better to
think of this ability in terms of not forgetting rather than remembering. Odor memory
serves the primitive protection function of making sure that significant events involving
food, people, or places are not forgotten. While visual and auditory memory usually
decrease with time, often exponentially in light of new experiences, odor memory remains
intact. In fact, odor perception tends to be conservative to the point of strongly resisting
change in light of new information indicating that it ought to change. It is specialized for
the ability to reinstate the past and to ignore subsequent odor experiences not associated
with the formative event (Engen, 81).” In order to protect information crucial to survival,
smell memory quickly categorizes experiences and prohibits interference from the
connections between items that are learned later. It is a system that is unaltered, so the
initial experience is memorized permanently for an instantaneous chemical recall. It is
impervious to the effects of time because forming one association with a stimulus would
make it more difficult to acquire others subsequently.
Memories are always stored in conjunction with other sensory perceptions. One
can be unaware of the odor of an environment; while the visual, auditory, thermal,
cutaneous, and gustatory memories are made the associated odor is also stored. “An odor
is only an attribute of something else: an object, another person, an event, a certain
environment. To the extent that these things are distinctive, their odors are distinctive.
The odors are henceforth recognized because of their associations with things… the sense
of smell recalls whole episodes- both pleasures and pains- through such associations. This
special ability is unaffected by the lapse of time and characterizes odor memory (Engen,
87).”
Mixing smell with other sensory clues has an incredible effect on learning. Rachel
Herz, a professor of psychology at Brown University, and Johathan Schooler, a
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psychologist at the University of Pittsburgh, conducted an experiment associating smells
with paintings. While showing people emotionally evocative paintings, they combined the
experience with either the touch of an orange, the sound of the word ‘orange,’ or the scent
of the fruit. The result was that “the sensory cues were all about the same in eliciting recall
of the picture, but those exposed to smell not only remembered the painting, but felt a
“flood” of emotional responses to it as well… It’s the level of emotional intensity that
makes it seem as if a whiff of a former lover’s cologne somehow reminds you of him
better than just looking at a picture of him,” Herz says (Glaser, 148).
In a similar experiment, in March 2007, German researchers wrote their findings in
the journal Science that they could use odors to reactivate new memories in the brains of
people while they slept. This allowed the volunteers to rehearse new information and learn
in their sleep. When tested later they remembered the information learned in conjunction
with the smell better than the information taught without it:
“Jan Born of the University of Lubeck in Germany and colleagues had 74
volunteers learn to play games similar to the game of ‘Concentration’ in
which they must find matched pairs of objects or cards by turning only one
over at a time. While doing this task, some of the volunteers inhaled the
scent of roses. The volunteers then agreed to sleep inside an MRI tube.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging was used to ‘watch’ their brains
while they slept. At various stages during sleep, Born's team wafted in the
same scent of roses. The volunteers were tested again the next day on what
they had learned. ‘After the odor night, participants remembered 97.2
percent of the card pairs they had learned before sleep,’ the researchers
wrote.”
The scent improved memory during low wave sleep (but not during REM) and researchers
could see activity in the hippocampus when the odor was wafted, suggesting that this part
17

of the brain was stimulated to rehearse memory and learning new things.
The resistance smell memory has to change is extraordinary and unique. Unlike
the primal memories associated with smell, other forms of memory are unreliable and
change as we begin to wrap them to fit our own personal narrative. “We bend the facts to
suit our story, as ‘our intelligence re-works the experience.’ [Marcel] Proust warns us to
treat the reality of our memories carefully, and with a degree of skepticism (Lerher, 82).”
The connections between our memories change physically. “Every memory begins as a
changed connection between two neurons… Every neuron is an island bounded by its own
membrane with gaps between cells called synaptic clefts… Our memories exist as subtle
shifts in the strength of synapses, which make it easier for neurons to communicate with
one another (Lerher, 83).” Without the aid of smell to solidify experience into unalterable
events, our psyche reforms the experiences continually.
Our memories are not permanent; they are only as real as our last remembrance.
Memories change through the act of remembering them, so that the more one remembers
something, the more one alters the memory, and the less accurate it becomes. In Proust
was a Neuroscientist, Jonah Lerher uses Sigmund Freud’s patients as examples to describe
the way psychology muddles recollection:
“The dishonesty of memory was first scientifically documented by Freud,
by accident. In the course of his psychotherapy, he dealt with a staggering
number of women who traced their nervous hysteria back to sexual abuse in
their childhood. To explain their confessions, Freud was forced to confront
two equally dismaying scenarios. Either the women were lying, or sexual
molestation was disturbingly common in bourgeois Vienna. In the end,
Freud realized that the real answer was beyond the reach of his clinic. The
psychotherapist would never discover what really happened, for the
moment the women “remembered” their sexual abuse, they also created
sincere memories. Even if their tales of abuse were fabrications the women
18

weren’t technically lying, since they believed every word of it. Our
recollections are cynical things, designed by the brain to always feel true,
regardless of whether or not they actually occurred. For most of the
twentieth century, neuroscience followed Freud’s pose of indifference. It
wasn’t interested in investigating the fictionality of memory or how the act
of remembering might alter a memory. (Lerher, 82-83)”
The indifference to the falseness of memory is a part of a broader indifference to
truth, and rendering questionable the reliability of history and journalistic balance. In an
era where information is infinitely available and abundant, the microhistories of niches and
subgroups are disconnected. The community in a like-minded niche has the power to
accomplish larger goals by working together, but also allows the individuals to lose a
degree of global community. In a pose of indifference similar to Freud’s, we can willfully
ignore reality, or create a version of our own that goes beyond a suspension of disbelief
toward disregard for reality. Even within one’s own psyche there is competition. At times
people are not even honest with themselves, and for one reason or another see only what
they want to see. Part of the stimulus for this type of isolation is a psychological coping
mechanism known as selective exposure. Farhad Manjoo describes it as:
‘an idea that goes far in explaining why narratives with so little basis in
fact… can now so effortlessly enter our political discourse. Selective
exposure arises out of the more famous theory of cognitive dissonance,
which the psychologist Leon Festinger first proposed in 1957 to explain the
mental acrobatics people engage in when they’re confronted with two or
more “dissonant” thoughts...we simply steer clear of information that
contradicts what we think we know. This is selective exposure...In an effort
to avoid the cognitive dissonance that comes out of receiving news that
challenges our beliefs, we cunningly select the messages we
consume…And if you are a partisan living in digital age America, a land of
19

endless information and endless choice, the selective-exposure reflex means
availing yourself – even if not consciously- of unprecedented technological
opportunities, from the Web to the iPod to TiVo to the satellite radio in the
car, for fashioning your own personal media environment: reading or
watching or listening only to ideas that confirm what you already feel, deep
down, must be true.’
Accuracy does not inevitably increase with detail. “Increasingly, our arguments
aren’t over what we should be doing… but over what is happening. Political scientists
have characterized our epoch as one of heightened polarization…the creeping partisanship
has begun to distort our very perceptions about what is “real” and what isn’t. Indeed you
can go so far as to say we’re now fighting over competing versions of reality. (Manjoo,
2).” Rather than searching for an impossible truth, we seek the most imaginative story.
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